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Tuitions to soar

Financing under the gun in Ontario
by Antony Roberts
Enjoy this article while you
next year you may not be

can...

around to read it. You'll be returning in September, you say? The
Ontario Government has other
plans. The Special Committee on
Government spending has recommended a $1.7 billion "budget
trim" and anyone involved in
post-secondary education, from
student to faculty member, can officially consider himself a target.
The Government feels that Uni-

versity Graduates are no longer in

such great demand and that, as a
result, their benefit to the public is
questionable. So, students will
simply have to contribute more to
the cost of education.
The Henderson Report recommends that tuition be increased by
65 per cent from an average of
$588 per year to $970 per year for
University students, and from
$225 to $400 per year for Community College students. The result
would be a savings of $80 million.
Fundamentally, this act would
alter the way in which universities
deal with governments, since it
would hand over to the individual
institutions the power to raise their
fees. The government would then
force the institutions to raise tuition by 65 per cent over the next
three years. The alternative put
forth by the Committee would be a
27 per cent 'reduction' in the
number of teaching staff.
An additional $40 million would

be saved by decreasing the maximum student grant/loan by increasing the amount of federal
money a student must borrow before receiving a provincial grant
(from $800 per year to $1,800), this
would all but eliminate grants for
most students. The result is that a
student receiving full assistance
throughout the course of a four
year program would have a $7,200
loan to repay, as contrasted with
the present $3,200.
According to the Report, the
rationale behind the proposed
move is that "no further public
support should be directed toward
increasing student participation
rates" since "the open door
policy... tends to encourage the
growth ofboth enrolmentand public expenditure at rates that may
result in higher taxes for citizens
and businesses of Ontario". But
the Committee is not only interested in saving money. It is also
interested in cutting down on the
number of students presently in
the system. More specifically,
those who are studying nonvocational subjects. Accordingly,
the Committee proposes that no
additional provincial funds be
made available for new university
programmes at the graduate level
and that the formal funding of
graduate work be suspended for
two years in favour of a system
which "reflects increase in costs
but not increase in enrolments".
The Committee is attempting to
shift the emphasis ofhigher learn-

ing to a 'job-training orientation' at
the Community College level. If
tuitions are to be increased by 65
per cent, a price tag of $400 is far
easier for most to meet than the
$970 for university programmes. A
further proposal that all grants be
abolished completely, makes the
community college an increasingly
attractive alternative.'
Of course, no drastic move
comes without a corresponding
measure ofrationalization from its
implementors. A campaign
launched against the value of a
post-secondary education is
headed by the new Minister of Colleges and Universities, Dr. Harry
C. Parrot (perhaps a distant relative of Jean-Claude). If the benefits of higher education were
oversold in the '60's, Parrot will
certainly attempt to undersell them
in the '70s. He insists that it is
"necessary to get rid of a false impression that has been promoted
by high schools, employers, colleges and universities." He questions the belief that degrees can
ensure recipients good jobs and
calls this view a "myth". Dr. Parrot feels that, because he has a
doctorate he can afford to make
such statements about the dubious
worth of higher education... with
credibility.
Parrot argues that "for some
people the pursuit of a degree isn't
the best route to follow since they
might find fulfillment in other
types of education." The people
who will be most affected by the

decisions, the students, have been
excluded from directly participating in the decision making. It
seems that the government alone
will determine who is best suited
to the pursuit of a degree and, who
should seek to 'find fulfillment
elsewhere.
Parrot warns that "when you
see the budget deficits of both
governments (federal and provincial) it's about time we did not
mortgage your future". But with
the graduate from a four-year
program facing a debt of $7,200
perhaps Parrot should be more
concerned about reducing the

month. The OFS, while raising
some rather pertinent objections is
nonetheless guilty of maintaining
an all but realistic position. They
argue that if "universal accessibility is to be promoted, more is required than simply abolishing tuition fees. All students must be
provided with a "guaranteed annual income" to live on while they
study".

With the Government calling for

a substantial increase in tuition
and the OFS "demanding" the

One is led to the conclusion that
ultimately, these plans will make
university the exclusive prerogative
of the wealthy. The Report hints at
one ofthe "advantages" ofthe tuition'hike in that the raise can be
used to "filter-out those with low
motivation" and those "unprepared to continue their education". "Universal accessibility"
(to the extent that it even now exists) may very well become a thing
of the past as "only outstanding
low-income
students from
families" would receive aid in the
form of grants". Many would
argue that those proposals have
been instituted so as to "stream
classes of people back into those
positions in the social structures
from which they came." So contends the Ontario Federation of
Students (OFS) in a brief to be
presented to the Committee this

abolition of tuition fees, there is at
least one point upon which the two
would agree. Provincial Treasurer
Darcy McKeough conceded when
he tabled the Report, that the fee
hike "may run counter to the
guidelines of the federal antiinflation program" and hence
would be subject to restrictions.
At a time when 'cut-backs',
'budget trims' and general decreases in expenditure are warranged of priorities. It seems that
the financjal well-being of an individual may ultimately determine
his or her "right" to a university
education. And while there are
those who would argue that the
university degree is more a
privilege than a "right". It Is the
responsibility of all parties concerned to establish a criterion
which would ensure that the 'right'
people do in fact go to
university...where -right' does not
somehow become synonymous
with 'rich.

foodline. The rest of the day will
no doubt be spent getting ready for
the night's semi-formal. Full
House, a local band, will be supplying the music. The charge is
$4.00 a couple.
This year's paid events have
been kept to a minimum, a tribute
to the organizers. Super Pub I,
Super Pub II and the Semi-Formal
all demand a cover charge, as does
the pancake brunch. Tickets for all
these events and general information will be available at the Blizzard '76 booth in the concourse.
Admission for the movie on Friday
is paid at the door of lEI. Applica-

tion forms for the snow sculpturing
contest, which will run through the
week with final judging Friday afternoon, can also be picked up at
the booth in the concourse.
This year's carnival has covered
a wide scope of activities and have
attempted to supply something for
everyone. All the planning is completed; word is that the people responsible have already given an ultimatum to some higher authority
on the weather conditions needed.
The success of Blizzard '76 is in
your hands, so don't pass up the
opportunities open to you next
week.

'mortgage rate.

Blizzard '76 ready
by Scott Tippin
For students new to WLU, next
weeks activities are known as
Winter Carnival. Through the
years the event has taken on different theme names, this year's
being "Blizzard '76", but they all
have meant the same. Fun!
This year's activities, which
have been in the planning stage for
the last three months, include
some old favorites. Only the best
ofthe past year's events have been
kept. Add the imaginations of the
planners and chances are, all the
activities will seem new.
Bruce Slater, Pete Peterson and
Brian "Suds" Sutherland shoulder
most of the responsibility for the
enjoyment you will be supplied
with, but understandably the affair
has to be a whole student-backed
operation. Not that they encourage you to place winter carnival
over classes, but should that happen then let your profs know that
Blizzard '76 was planned for the
whole university community and
take them along.
Continuing activities during the
week will lead up to a final climax,
each day building on the day before. A skating rink, located on the
football field, will no doubt be a
very popular place throughout the
week, as will the concourse.
On Tuesday the 27th, Blizzard
'76 will start off with the traditional winter pleasure ride. Buses
leaving the school at 7:00 from in
front will take snow frolickers to
the Elora Gorge to enjoy a sleigh
ride. Continuing along in the Blizzard spirit, Wednesday will be offering ski enthusiast movies in the

concourse. Arm wrestling preliminaries will also start on this
day in the same location. The official opening of the skating rink will
take place at 9:00 that evening with
coffee, donuts and music supplied
free to make the outdoors seem
just a little bit nicer.
Thursday the 29th still closer to
the climax of Blizzard '76, activities will be increased. Skiing
movies, finals in the arm wrestling
and undisclosed extras will be in
the concourse. In an effort to make
the afternoon hours of the Turret
more appealing, David Roe, a folk
singer will be playing. The event of
the day will be Super Pub I. Charity Brown will be supplying the entertainment for only a slight cover
charge of one dollar. Catching the
enthusiastic spirit that this type of
event brings, the committee plans
to supply an evening top-off.
Buses leaving from the front of the
T.A., at no charge, will head on to
Chicopee for a toboggan party.
Having rested
up from
Thursday's frolicks, Friday seems
to be the highlight so make sure
you save some energy. If the
movies shown in the concourse
had you visioning yourself schussing down a ski run, then don't
miss the ski trip to Blue Mountain.
Buses leaving at 7:00 am from the
school will supply a complete day
of your favorite winter sport. At
4:oopm the action moves to lEI,
where for 50 cents you can see a
movie acclaimed by all, Monty
Python and the Holy Grail.
Super Pub 11, one better than
Super Pub I, with Junie and Eye
will be occupying the Turret that
evening. The cover charge for this

event is $2.00 per person. If you
enjoy the music of the Ohio
Players then you should enjoy
yourself. If you would enjoy something completely different in the
quality of music heard in the Turret then Blizzards Super Pub II
will fill the bill. Once again as the
evening draws to a close, buses
will be transporting tobogganers
on to Chicopee.

With the end of Blizzard a very
real thing, Saturday tries to draw
everything together. A Pancake
brunch will be held in the dining
hall and at $ 1.50 it may prove to be
more popular than a depression
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743-8637
259 King St. W. Kitchener
King & Water Across from Kresges
It is too late for your picture
to appear in the Keystone, but it
will appear in the class composite.
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WLUSU vs. Tamiae

This week's question

Talent night approved

by Claudia Staines. Pics by Part
Recently there has been talk of increasing student tuition by
65 per cent and cutting staff numbers by twenty per cent. I'd
like your honest reaction to these possibilities.

Bill Hamblin

Third year Hons. Business
Look on the bright side—l'm in
my third year. This is only going to
affect me for one year. However,
it will mean more students per instructor. Laurier is unique among
business schools in that classes are
smaller and better. Aren't they
going to lose in the long run by
having student loans and grants increased? There would seem to be
conflicting policies involved here.

Beth Jenkins

Second year Hons. Business
I am insensitive to,pricechanges
per se. Increases in tuition should
lead to a better education. Cutting
staff means you're paying more for
less.

by Ian Moores
At a meeting of the W.L.U.S.U.
Board of Directors Monday night a
lengthy discussion occurred over

the Tamiae talent night scheduled
for the Turret. Several directors
charged that the event contravened current policies on admission and advance tickets.
Craig Keller, President of
Tamiae spoke at the meeting stating that the event was being operated on a break-even basis and that
admittance was not restricted to
Bus and Ec students only. He explained that Tamiae was shortstaffed and thus the tickets were
being sold in the Tamiae lounge on
the fifth floor of the Central Teaching Building.
It was the consensus of the directors that it was unfair to cancel
the event thus a motion was passed allowing the talent night to

take place if the tickets were sold
at Uncle Wilfs, the regular ticket
outlet, as well. The price ofadmission was set by the Board at 50
cents per person and it was agreed
that Tamiae executive would be
required to pay admission.
On another item at the meeting
the Board approved the payment
of $250 to Jon Lucas the Head Resident of Euler and Leupold residences. The money is for plane
fare to allow Lucas to go to
California to aid the former University french tutor. The tutor was
on holiday in San Francisco over
Christmas and did not return at the
start of the term. When she did not
report back to WLU, Lucas contacted the police in California. The
police located her in a commune.
The commune is run by a high
pressure quasi-religious organization which preys on certain types

of individuals whom they convince
their possessions and
join their group, according to
California police.
The tutors visa in the USA has
expired and it is expected that
Immigration officials will be able
to get her out of the commune.
The only other main item of business was a decision to appoint two
other directors to fill the vacancies
on the Board. The by-laws of the
to give up

W.L.U.S.U. empower the Board
to do this if there is a vacancy
(cies) after December 1. All interested persons are asked to contact a Director immediately so
they can be nominated at the meeting next Monday night.
The by-election held late last
term was ruled invalid by the
Dean's Advisory Council for some
irregularities.

Dons reimbursed for phones
by Ian Moores
On Tuesday January 20 WLU
President Frank Peters announced
that the 1975-76 residence Dons
would net be required to pay the
basic cost of their room phones.
Peter's decision followed a meeting of his President's Advisory
Council that morning at which a
petition signed by the residence
Dons was considered.
The petition requested that the
University recognize the commitment made by the then Director of
Residence Halls, lan Beare, to
have the University cover the cost
of Dons' phones. Beare who left
the University in August had informed the Dons when they accepted their positions that the
phones were free. Confusion arose
because the University had not in
fact made that decision and had
not budgetted for the extra ex-

Director of Residence Halls took
their case to the Director of Student Services, Colin McKay, who
did not feel the same obligation existed. It was only through the efforts of Beare that a 50% rebate
was given to those Dons from
monies saved in Beare's residence
operation budget.
A presentation is being prepared
for the next meeting of the Advisory Council on Ancillary Enterprises by the IRC which will recommend that the Dons in the fu-

W

PREGNANTT

YOUR REPRODUCTIVE LIFE
IS YOUR DECISION

FREE COUNSELLING
(NO EFFECT ON LOW MEDICAL FEE)
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
3 HOUR CLINIC STAY
CALL (313) 884-4000

pense.

The Dons took their case to a
meeting of the Inter-Residence
Council last Wednesday where
one of the Don reps on the IRC,
Sandy Barclay, outlined the Dons'
position. The IRC was sympathetic to their cause and passed a motion of support. The Chairman of
the IRC, after consultation with
the University soliciter, had the
petition prepared and submitted to
Peters.
An almost identical situation occurred last year when the Dons of
1974-75 were also led to believe
that their phones were free. The

ture not be required to pay for
their phones because the phones
are essential to the duties of the
Dons. The Duty Don system in the
residences are contigent on the availability of the Dons by phone
and emergency calls to security,
Health Services by Dons are a
normal occurence.
The ACAE passed this recommendation last year but it was ignored on the behind-the-scenes recommendation of the Director of
Student Services McKay.

A self-regulating group of abortion centres dedicated to
the practice of sound care in the field of abortions.

Third year Hons. Business
It's a good idea to increase tuition, as there are too many people
in school. It will affect enrollment,
keeping it steady, without increases or decreases. Staff cuts

and increased tuition don't go
hand; the ratio of students to instructor is already too high. Cuts
would make it worse.

Lyn Elrick

Second year Hons. Arts
I won't be able to go to Europe if
there's a tuition increase. If it
means getting rid of the bad professors, if they are selective in the
process, then staff cuts are all to
the good.

Bob Fleischauer
Second year Gen. Arts
The tuition increase will really
screw me; I won't be able to afford
to go to school next year. It's a
rich man's thing now. Students
can't afford to go to school and
work at the same time, it's too
physically and financially taxing.
Especially remembering the increase in cost of living all the time.
Staff cuts aren't for real. It's like
Trudeau cutting two men from his
huge staff, and then sticking them
somewhere else in government
service.

DETROIT ABORTIONS
Members of Abortion Coalition of Michigan

I

Don Voisin

I

And Me...
Education has always been important to me, and it's going
to have to be important to every man, woman and child in the
world soon. The world is developing at a far faster rate than it
has ever done before. We've all got to learn to keep up with
the constant flow of knowledge, while not neglecting the wisdoms that come from the past. We are also going to have to
learn to economize, to cut back on luxuries. Knowledge is
not a luxury, but the most important necessity we'll need to
survive into the twenty-first century.. Cut back on something else, not on the future.

.
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comment
The January "blahs" have set in with a vengance this year and the
news on all fronts seems to be pretty dreary. The provincial government intends to act on the recommendations of the Henderson Report and university students are about to feel a tremendous crunch as
the strong arm of financial cutbacks descends. The most disheartening recommendation of the report is the suggestion that tuition fees
be increased by a shocking 65% (isn't that a direct violation of the
Anti-Inflation Board limits?) which in terms of dollars from student
pockets is.. .$5BB is the average tuition as estimated by the report
and the rate we will have to pay according to the recommendations
is a staggering $970 per year! If anyone hears of a summer job that
pays so well that a student will be able to save that kind of money,
please let me know so that I can get my application in early.
A further side effect of the Report is a 27% reduction in the number
of teaching staff, which, translated into the language of our times
means, pay much more, get much less. Nifty. We are lucky at Laurier
because our classes are already small, but what about students at the
province's larger institutions? Many classes in the larger universities
have 300 or more students in a lecture, to cut back the teaching staff
by 27% means that \\irtually thousands of students will be piling into
lecture halls. None of these measures can be viewed as efforts<to
encourage bright young minds to seek higher education.
Further savings are going to be made by decreasing the student
grant/loan programme and increasing the amount of federal money
that must be borrowed before a student will be eligible for a provincial grant.
. s
Now I am open to the argument that there are possibly a large
number of university students who are only killing time. However,
these proposals are only going to eliminate those deadbeats who do
not have copious quantities of cash to throw around, but they will
effectively eliminate many bright students who also do not have lots
of money.
If our society has discovered that at this point, higher education
has been oversold, then steps should be taken, in moderation, to
dispel the myth of the power of a degree. But sudden attempts that
may well be deterents to some very qualified individuals must be
discouraged.
This issue must not be allowed to become fact due to a lack of
concern on the part of Ontario's students, if government officials
receive no indications that we care then we will pay in the future,
both literally and figuratively.
There are several articles on this matter in the paper this week and
some of you have had the opportunity to comment, I urge you to read
all that you can about the proposed cutbacks in the area of postsecondary financing and become acquainted with the issues. Even if
you are graduating the measures may well affect you in the future.
We encourage letters; to the media, your M.P.P., and Dr. Harry
Parrot, the Minister of Colleges and Universities.
Mary Purves

-

We needall kinds of

people to help out on
the Cord if we are to

put out the kind of
paper you want to

read. We need people
to help with layout,
L

writing,

A

I

'And when I say disclosure
typing',

graphics,

even

someone with some good
ideas would be a welcome
addition to the crew. No
experience is needed, this
is definitely a learn as you
go sort

of operation.

It is

also good experience for
anyone who intends to follow a career in any creative field. Come up any
time and talk to either
Mary Purves, Dave Shelton, Rick Campbell or
Ross MacDonald ...we
need your help.

..
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letters

Dear Editor:
I just thought that I'd better
drop you a line to let you know
that I have arrived. I must say
though that I was a little disappointed at the turnout for the Nude
Snow Queen contest that was supposed to take place in the football
field last Friday night. I turned out
all decked out in my boots, scarf
and mitts. Now, all I want to know
is, where was everybody else? It
was a little embarrassing, especially when I had to get on the bus
to return to my hotel. But don't
fear, this hasn't changed my mind
about attending the rest of the
Carnival activities. I hope to meet
many df you around the Campus.
Don't be afraid to approach me,
I'll be wearing full attire, I mean,
Really, Darling!
Sincerely,

Lotta Neige
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Opinion and Comment
Through

the Smoke

Conservative leadership convention a farce

cling on to two grand illusions.
True to form, both illusions, if
taken in combination or separately, are enough to remove from
the Conservatives any possibility
of toppling Trudeau next time
around.
The first grand illusion revolves
around Mr., Wagner and the
Quebec question. Awhile back,
the Conservatives decided that
they could win in Quebec if they
put forward a few prominent
French-Canadian candidates and if
Mr. Stanfield began to pause and
by Steve Armstrong
stutter in both French and English.
It the federal Conservatives
The '74 election and a little blunwere wise they would call offtheir der called a wage and price conleadership convention and forget trols policy proved all that wrong.
about electing a new leader. As a The Conservatives, never lacking
matter of fact, since they seem to in sure-fool ideas, have now dehave trouble electing a new leader cided that the election of a leader
without savaging themselves of French-Canadian origin is all
beyond hope, they should probathat is required to unlock the Libbly just forget about leadership erals hold on Quebec and produce
a government majority.
conventions altogether.
In theory, the upcoming convenCertainly, on paper, a Frenchtion should be a lot easier than the Canadian leader, acceptable to the
last. There is no unwilling leader West and Ontario, looks good.
to depose. No special faction beSuch a leader would surely help to
hind the scenes orchestrating the loosen the Liberal stranglehold.
event, to be villified long after the The election ofa French-Canadian
damage has been done. Most of leader jvould help to erase from
the old hatreds have cooled and Quebeckers' memories all those
the disasterous splits appear to nasty anti-Quebec ideas promulhave been firmly patched, (firmly gated by some of the fringe yahoos
is probably too strong a word, but in the party. Also, if an elected
anyway
)
French-Canadian leader had manThe Conservatives, however, aged to pick up strong support
are a fun-loving bunch. With no from the West and Ontario, such a
in-party splits to rupture their situation would go a long way in
party and drive them to destruchelping the PC's further theirclaim
tion, they have sought after and to true national party status. A
found other ways to destroy their French-Canadian leader, however,
chances of forming the governdoes not guarantee a mad rush of
ment after the next election. Quebec votes to the Conservative
Helped by the media, .the PC's party. A leader capable of taking

the province's support with him
cannot be artificially created. Only
a lot of organization, hard work,
patience, and time will produce
such a man.
Those Conservatives who have
latched-on to Mr. Wagner and are
proclaiming him as the grand
saviour of the party and the key to
Quebec are deluding themselves.
Mr. Wagner, is an artificial
phenomenon, manufactured by the
party for the last election. Even
worse, he has a damningly long list
of political debilities. Mr. Wagner
is a convert, having once embraced the enemy party as his
own. Having failed to secure the
top post in the provincial party, he
went sulking to the bench. In
Canadian politics, converts and
sore losers are held highly suspect.
Mr. Wagner's conversion con:
fession, bad enough on its own,
had a special twist to it. So great
was his dedication to the party, so
strong his desire to serve, that it
took a tidy sum of money to convince him to join ranks with the
party. That sum of money developed into a mini-scandal which
his supporters say he has deftly
overcome. Perhaps.
To make matters worse, Mr.
Wagner came off looking rather
silly last week as he did public penance for the press. The media,
not "the grassroots", was upset
by his $1,000 a plate fund-raising
feast. Admittedly, every politician
bends a knee to the media. Few,
however, engage in such blatant
scraping and serving as did Mr.
Wagner last week when he cancelled his dinner party. In a head-on
battle with a newspaper editorial,
Mr. Wagner quickly conceded.

One has to wonder, then, about last federal election all three Tothis man's response when faced ronto dailies endorsed the Conserwith real battles. Corporate giants vatives, and the voters gave the
would have a field day.
"Liberals a solid majority. In the
Mr. Wagner appears an artificial recent provincial election the escreatidn, tinged with scandal, lackteemed Globe and Mail picked the
ing commitment in his conversion, Liberals.
and generally a pretty weak oppoIt is possible that the press and
nent. He is the French-Canadian the Conservative leadership cansaviour of the PC party only in the didates are living a misguided little
sense that his election would be a dream. Are we really as right as
ready-made formula for destructhe candidates and the media aption at the polls and the PC's pear to accept? Wouldn't it be
would again not be denied "the funny if Trudeau's philosophical
agony of defeat" which they so rumblings
over New Year's were
dearly relish.
designed to encourage the ConserIf the Conservatives manage to vative candidates "to scramble to
avoid the first illusion, the second the right, hoping to capitalize on a
is ready and waiting to strike. Beperceived but fictional public
fore, but especially after the "new mood—maybe the press got
society" announcement by the sucked in too and now, by their
Prime Minister, the Conservative writings, they are aiding the
leadership candidates have been scramble to the fictional grassengaged in a "moving right" batroots right. If so, the PC's are in
tle, each candidate trying to out the process of saddling themselves
"right" the other. If the present with a leader whose election will
rate of "lightness" continues, at be the result ofproperly gauging a
the convention, Jack Homer may fictional and created public mood.
well be elected as the compromise His leadership in the next election,
candidate.
based on beliefs defined by a falThe "moving right" phenomelacy, will be an easy target for the
non appears to be based on the reformed and truly middle of the
grassroots theory. The candidates road Liberal party sure to appear
seem to believe that the average next election.
Canadian, the middle of the road
Whether the Conservatives opt
voter, is just a salute and a heel- -for the French-Canadian illusion
click away from fascism. Any day or the "right" illusion, their denow, I expect one of the candistruction is virtually assured.
Also, it is becoming increasingly
dates to declare war on Poland.
It's an open question, however, clear that it may well be possible
whether or not the present mood for the Conservatives, led by their
of Canadians is really of the "to undying desire to commit public
suicide, to opt for both by the
the right" or "back to the old values" type. The leadership candichoice of one man. It makes
dates seem to think so, and so, it immensely sad that I'm not a deleseems, does the press. The press, gate. So much madness should not
however, is easily fooled. In the go unshared.

-

Campus Concern

Government's finance priorities misaligned
students alone were expected to fulfilling requirements they will
provide, it was undoubtedly an need to seek careers and opportunities they had in mind when
ample demonstration representative of the views.of students originally attending university.
throughout this province of ours. Most of us will probably be able to
Many people were planning to take pursue, but some have admitted
the trip down to Toronto so that that their hopes for their futures
they could take part in the activity
organized by the Federation of
Students.
Whether you decided to demonstrate with the others or not, you
still have to face the fact that your
tuition is rising 65% next year.
Apparently our minority governors' are of the opinion that too
many people are attending universities in an attempt to seek a scrap
of knowledge about the world of
which they are only a small, but
significant part. By imposing a
heavy initial payment, more people are discouraged from handing
over the bucks that would give
them a ticket of admission to WLU
or any other institution they care
to attend. This is the obvious effect the Davis plan will have oh
newcomers.

by Jim Fischer
Although this term has just
begun, many students have been
formulating thoughts about next
September. If you have been looking that far ahead somewhere in
the back rooms of your brain, then
no doubt you are somewhat
alarmed at the recent proposals the
Davis government has decided to
present us with.
You are not alone in your negative thoughts by any means. The
amount of publicity that student
oriented organizations have given
We should be concerned with
the proposals has enlightened
this
problem facing prospective
about
the
matter
people
many
which threatens their future. If you freshmen. Everyone is probably a
read any of the masses of posters little more concerned with the imthat always seem to be decorating mediate implications for themour hallways then you are aware of selves that the proposals present.
the demonstration organized for Too many people have said they
cannot manage to return next year
January 21 in Toronto. Unfortuto complete their educational plans
is
before
paper
printed
nately, this
the success or failure of the de- due to a lack of financial remonstration was known. But judg- sources. Unable to return, stuing from the support that WLU dents can no longer work toward

have been stifled. As a result, a
number of disillusioned people will
be wondering why they entered
university to begin with, and will
desparately be attempting to decide on some alternate course of
action for the future.

classes, building freezes, and unjustified reductions of academic
staff (4500 professprs) definitely
do not contribute to the quality of
education Ontario students will receive next year.
As usual, the provincial government will stand firm with its
policies and proposals, even if it
means a loss of a large chunk of
the student vote the next time the
Davis government is,contested by
the public. All is not yet lost. We
do not stand alone on the issue.
Unions have voiced their support
for the Ontario student forum, as
have
other organizations of
prominence. This support that has
come from other sources is indeed
encouraging since many student
campaigns thatTail do so because
offailure to gain the sympathy of
the public and the major interest
groups of the society.
The bulk of the protest remains
our responsibility. Anybody concerned should offer their support
with the many other students who
have outwardly voiced their disapproval for this outrageous attack
on the future of everybody in universities throughout the province.
Letters would be graciously accepted along with the scores of
others which have arrived on the
desks of M.P.P.s and newspaper
class enrolments are in the huneditors.
dreds.
Much action has been taken on
The quality of education is definitely at stake. Our education this issue already* but much more
amounts to nothing if the material is necessary. Perhaps people really
being consumed by students is re- are concerned with the quality of
stricted by any means. Larger their education after all.

Other aspects of the proposals
smell just as bad. Increasing class
sizes by 10% may mean less for
Laurier where we are fortunate
enough to have small classes, but
are detrimental to the quality of
education in our schools where
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Residence Donships
Application Form and Job Descriptions
may be obtained
from the

f r> itf

Dean of Students Office

in the

J? 1 Slow

Student Union Building
from, Monday. January 12th
through
Friday, January 30th

1976
References Optional

INTERESTED

So are we. But for different reasons!
The used, the abused, the lonely, the alienated are our Church.
We're looking for men who see and will respond.
YOU? INTERESTED?

Student Board of
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... IN WHAT YOU SEE?
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Rev. Eugene O'Reilly, C.S.S.R.

721 Coxwell Avenue Telephone (416) 466-9265 Toronto M4C3C3

s

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
requires
ASSISTANCE
IMMEDIATE

—

GOOD EXPERIENCE
GOOD MONEY
Contact: Bryan Boldt, Ad Manager

Board of Publications Office
Student Union Building
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Birthright offers an alternative to abortion tor women with
test,
pregnancy
free
a problem~pregnancy-by offering

■■

housing, legal aid, medical aid. maternity and baby clothing.
li
«
Completely confidential
BIRTHRIGHT 50 Church St Kit. 579-3990

Campus Kit:
Notice to those who filled out
questionnaires for the recent
mpUS Kit research survey—
the winner of the $50 H
draw wasB
Deni of the University
M

famous
.

JfJ L

of Guelph.

THE OMBUDSMAN
ARTHUR MALONEY
\

*

speaks on campus
Monday January 26
7:30 p.m. Rm IEI

How DO YOU JUDGE A DIAMOND?

You are invited to hear Arthur Maloney, Q.C., Ontario's Ombudsman speak
on: "The Role of the Ombudsman: Tasks and Major Problems"
followed by a panel discussion with:
Arthur Knowles, Director of Continuing Education
Dr. Mary Kay Lane, chairman, Department of Psychology
Dr. Rod J.C. Preece, chairman, Department of Political Science
Morley A. Rosenberg, barrister, Kitchener Alderman, WLU Graduate
and to participate in an audience question period.

YOU MAY BE ALL WRONG
Is size the only criterion you set for judging
the worth of a diamond? That's wrong!
• Diamond values are determined by many factors...
color, clarity, and cut as well as size.
We'll be pleased to show you. So you can be sure
your diamond is the finest... and priced right.

PJ AY
■g

g—

30 KING W

KITCHENER

Chairman of the meeting:
Dr. Frank C. Peters, Wilfrid Laurier University

— Admission Free —
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Season in swing
by Skip Vigeon
THE SNOW IS
HERE. The thing I'd like to talk
Well skiers,

about this week is where to ski
during the season and what
facilities the areas have.
If you want to stay in the province to ski, there are many places
that are good for all levels of
skiers. Blue Mountain is probably
the most talked about area in this
province and rightfully so. They
have one of the most efficient
snow making systems in Canada
which can put 10" of snow down
on 70% of their hills in 5 days. The
lifts are numerous and the addition
of the triple chair last season took
some of the heat off line-ups. The
ski school has 60 full and part-time
instructors to handle anyone taking lessons and they are available
from opening to closing for private
and semi private lessons. Group
lessons are at ten, one, and three
o'clock. One word of advice however take your meal because the
food at the base lodge for as long
as I can remember has been both
expensive and unbelievably terrible. If you can't bring your lunch,
stick to hot dogs and hamburgers.
The rival of Blue Mountain,
Georgian Peaks is also a good
place to spend some skiing days.
The hills are of as wide range as
Blue Mountain and conditions are
almost as good, but they are more
susceptable to bad conditions with
a thaw. The ski school in my opinion is better than Blue Mountain so
if you are going to take a lesson,
this is the place. The lounge area

and restaurant are also much nicer
thanBlue Mountain and in my past
experience I have seen many people spending time at the Peaks
after skiing at Blue Mountain. If
you want relief from lineups, the
Peaks is also number one. The
lineups at the Peaks rarely extend
longer than five to ten minutes,
whereas at Blue Mountain they
have been known to be almost half
an hour.
In the Barrie Area there are several areas with excellent facilities
to handle skiers, and I feel the best
is Moonstone. The hills aren't
quite as steep as Horseshoe Valley
but lineups aren't as bad. Food is
good and reasonably priced. The
ski school is also very good but the
best in the area is Horseshoe.
If you are feeling bad because
you might have to ski locally,
don't be for Mount Chicopee is
one of the finest areas around for
several reasons. First the conditions are always good, secondly
the ski school is considered to be
one ofthe best in the country. So if
you are going to take a lesson, it
will probably be you best ski dollar
value yet. If you are a beginner,
the rentals are again the best you
will probably find, along with a
qualified staff.
Onefinal note for those who are
skiing this weekend. Blue Mountain will probably be open as will
the Barrie areas. Snowfall has already been ovet-a foot in these
areas and snow makers are in op-
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Good luck and have a good holiday

Complex question
The question of whether the
Athletic Complex gym is to be
used on a permanent basis is to be
decided at the upcoming Senate
meeting on Tuesday January 27 at
7:30 pm in the Dining Half Mezzanine. The uses of the gym for
exams has been a contentious
issue since before the Athletic
Complex was built in 1973. It is
rumoured that the Board of Governors of Waterloo Luthern University, when they approved the
building of the Complex, had
exams in mind when the special
rubber flooring was decided on for
its, sound absorbing qualities. This
cannot be substantiated to the
general public until the minutes of
the Board meetings of Waterloo
Lutheran are released from the
Library archives where they are
under seal until 1978.
Other University documents
suggest that exams should not be
allowed in the gym. For example
the report of the Commission on
the use of the Athletic Complex
which was presented on June 1,
1973 to President Peters had in its
recommendations the following:
"the commission recommends
that examinations not take place in
Complex
the
Athletic
gymnasium... and that the Athletic Department actively promote
and advertise use of the gymnasium during exam periods."
Documentation to support this
recommendation included reports
from the Dean of Students, Chief
of Security, and Director of Residence Halls stating that incidents
of rowdy behavior resulting in increases in damages by students on
campus occur during exam times;
and from Health Services and
Counselling Services stating that
cases of anxiety coping problems
increase as well during exam
periods. It is the feeling of those
professionals that if there were
more athletic and recreation
facilities available to the students
during exam periods that these
problems would be substantially
reduced.
The University did not seem to
take these things into consideration when the President's Advis-

ory Council decided to allow final

exams for the 1974 summer session II and regular session to be
held in the Complex. This decision
was based on the recommendation
of the Office of the Registrar for
administrative ease.
Since that time the University
has allowed some of the 1975
Christmas exams to be held in the
Complex. The proposal to the Senate from the Exams and Standing
Committee now squashes all hopes
of having adequate recreational
facilities available to students by
recommending "That in order to
facilitate better proctoring of arrangements forfaculty, better writing facilities for students, and ease
of administering examinations,
The Athletic Complex be made
available for all final examination
periods".

pic by part

Can you identify the gender ofthis animal? Can you identify the breed of this beast? Do you
even know what it is supposed to be? if so, please present yourself to either the editor, the
sports editor or perhaps production or entertainment may have an opening for someone with
your ability. Actually, if you are wondering why this little piece of nonsense has appeared in
what is usually a high quality newspaper, you are justified in doing so. We are not really sure
either, but we had absolutely nothing more to print this week so rather than leaving a gaping
white space we put in this token artistic venture on the part of the photo department. We
would like to thank the beast, the pail, and everyone who had anything to do with this
silliness, also please excuse us, but it was getting quite late.
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WELCOMES YOU

"STUDENTS

home away from home

Coronet
.*>mmV Motor Hotel <**

-

744-3511
NO JEANS PLEASE
Every Wednesday is Singles Night
IN THE CROWN ROOM THIS WEEK
871 Victoria St. N.

DOUGLAS

A SINGING TRIBUTE TO ELVJS
Coming Attractions: Tiny Tim, Myles & Lenny

•
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its work. It opened a non-profit ground and developed a library.
store selling basic food needs last For families unable to afford the
February, and will soon open a high cost of electricity—higher still
under the harsh austerity measures
cafe to fight high prices and prointroduced
since November
establishments
fiteering in similar
commission
encourages
25—the
op1974
it
has
April
nearby.
but
Since
bers, almost all subsequent occucases of disoccupations yet,
electricity to impropations were considered illegal un- we think in a short time there will erated a school for children who families with
less approved beforehand by be. We are trying to organize de- have completed four years of vise connections to their poorer
municipal authorities. Neverthefense groups to help if the owners primary school. Most barraca neighbours' shacks and split the
less, the rate of occupations in- try to take back the houses, but if children simply stopped formal rates. So far, the electricity comIn Sepcreased. The real impetus came the government decides to sur- education at that point; now they pany has acquiesced.
residents stopped paylast July when the military leader- round the houses, with police can improve basic skills and tember the
to municipal authorities
ing
ship adopted a document called there isn't much we can do," he broaden general knowledge at the and rent
transferred
it to the commisentirely
by
school—staffed
local
"MFA-POVO" (the alliance of the said. (Before November 25 the
projects.
sion
for
its
Armed Forces Movement with the police—unreconstructed since volunteers, and not recognized by
Residents commissions outside
people). The document advocated fascist times—had been relegated the state. The commission has also
continued on pg. 10
the devolution of real political to simple traffic duty. Now they constructed a children's playpower to residents' commissions, are flexing their muscles. On
workers' commissions in all workJanuary 1 four people died when
places, and democratic plenaries Republican National Guards
of soldiers and sailors. The idea opened fire on demonstrators outwas known as "Poder Popular". side a prison, demanding the reBut by the next month the military lease of military men jailed after
leadership had split, and more November 25.) Apart from occuconservative elements gained pations, other measures to better
hegemony. They demanded the living conditions are also in
creation of a new government jeopardy.
dominated by the Socialist and
Some residents' commissions
Popular Democratic parties, both had planned to construct new
WEEK
committed to traditional electoral houses to replace their barracas,
democracy for Portugal. They with the cooperation of Lisbon's
wanted political power vested in a Camara Municipal (municipal govlegislative assembly, not in popuernment). Financing was to have
lar movements.
come from the residents' nominal
Portugal got its new govern- rental payments over 20 years,
ment, openly hostile to Poder along with a promised government
STONEHOUSE
Popular. The only military element subsidy. "They've sent machines
(Formerly members of SPOT FARM, QUIET FOX)
■ll
continuing to take the idea seri- to prepare the land, but they
ously was the increasingly politihaven't given us title to the land as
MON-THURS 9pm-lam
cized rank and file. Soldiers and they'd promised," said the chairFRI, SAT B:3opm-lam
mWk
sailors, supported by numerous man of the New Portugal
SAT> MATINEE 2:30-s:3opm
to
asprogressive officers, began
Cooperative, the residents' comsert themselves actively in the efmission for three barradas only 5
fort to end exploitation and injus- minutes walkfrom one of Lisbon's
tice in Portugal. Now with COPmost fashionable areas. "Now.
CON dissolved, other progressive they may just build new houses we
regiments demobilized, many lef- can't afford". "The 25th of
tist officers imprisoned, and November stopped all work on
democratic soldiers' assemblies Poder Popular," according to the
replaced by traditional military chairman, who works as a newsdiscipline following November 25, paper truck driver. "Now the
the fight for decent housing has Camara won't listen to us."
been stopped. Many fear it will be
Despite the setbacks, the New
reversed. "There have been no Portugal Cooperative is continuing

A letter from Portugal
by Art Moses
for CUP
Art Moses is a former Ottawa
Bureau Chiefof Canadian University Press. He is now in Portugal,
and will be filing with CUP in the
upcoming weeks.
LISBON (CUP)—Portugal's
"doghouse" dwellers have been
hard hit by the drastic change in
political environment here since
November 25. That day the entire
military strength of the left was
crushed, when armed forces chiefs
declared a state of emergency in
the Lisbon region. Commandeering all communications possibilities, they ended a paratroop
rebellion, and moved conservative
troops into Lisbon to disarm the
local regiments—who hadn't
committed themselves to the
rebellion—but who had, for
months, been aiding Lisbon's poor
in concrete measures to better
their lives. Before November 25,
residents of the shanty towns that
ring Portugal's capital city had
been organizing for major changes
in their living conditions. About
one-third of Lisbon's 1,000,000
people are estimated to live in
these makeshift shack neighbourhoods, some without electricity,
all without running water, and all
without insulation from the terrible
damp cold that falls on the city
every night during the winter. The
locals call the dwellings "barracas" (doghouses) or bairros dc
lata (tin quarters).
After the fall offascism in April
1974, barraca inhabitants created
"commissaos dc moradores", residents' commissions, to give direct political expression to their
needs.
The
commissions
—working with similar groups in
the inner-city—have occupied

thousands of vacant houses and
other buildings in the Lisbon region, using them to house the most
needy families from the barracas
and other poor neighbourhoods.
Many occupied buildings had been
left vacant by
demanding inflated rents. Others
belonged to rich families who
owned houses elsewhere in Portugal, where they lived only part of
the year. "We know that for them
to have two houses, other people
have none, or must live in barracas," says the residents' commission newsletter in one wellorganized barraca.
In executing occupations the
support of the local military regiments was critical. The now extinct COPCON—the operational
command and security force
—gathered information on all vacant buildings suitable for occupation. When residents commissions
planned occupations, they would
usually notify a military unit
—COPCON, the extremely politicized Military Police (PM), or the
military academy. "We would get
5 or 6 calls a night from people
making occupations," a now demobilized Military Police sergeant
said in an interview. "The PM's
were always used to defend the
people." Soldiers would often arrive before, during or after occupations to lend support. They would
let people use military vehicles for
transporting furniture and other
equipment.
Legally, only occupations made
before last April were eligible for
governmental recognition. Under
a law passed that month by a government dominated by leftist officers and Communist Party mem-
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HELP—74S-1166
WE CARE
Crisis intervention and confidential listening to any
problem. Weeknights six
pm to 12 midnight, Friday
five pm to Monday one am.
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Appeal

9

needs your

help
--

Waterloo Square Sea Cadets
Market Square Catholic Youth
Organization

Friday Feb. 6
p.m.

12.n00n to 9:30

Fairview Park - Red Cross
Waterloo Square Mental Health
Market Square - Physically Disabled

-

Federated

APPEAL

Saturday Feb. 7

p.m.

9:30 a.m. to 5:30

-

Fairview Park
Kitchener
V.M.C.A.
Waterloo Square Creative Energies Center
Market Square - Planned Parenthood

-

Monday Feb. 9

p.m.

12 noon to 9:30

-

Fairview Park Arthritis Society
Waterloo Square
Multiple
Sclerosis
Market Square Boy Scouts

-

-

Tuesday Feb. 10

12 rtoon to 9:30

p.m.

William F. Allen, Ontario District Manager for Nestle Canada Ltd.
(right) presents Wilfrid Laurier University President Dr. Frank C.
Peters with two cheques for $500.00 each, in recognition of two
Golden Hawks players who were selected to the CIAU All-Star football team.
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have taken revelant course work may be

granted advanced standing in our program.
If you are interested in exploring this
challenging opportunity further, fill in and
mail this form.

To: Director of Graduate Admissions

Faculty of Business
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario
LBS 4M4

Name
Address

City

Please send me details
about your MBA program
Full time

Part-time

,

Co-operative

Province

University Attending
Degree expected

12 noon to

- -

Fairview Park Salvation Army
Westmount Place Interfaith Pastoral Counselling
Stanley Park Mall - Kidney Foundation

Sensible weight control plan

An MBA degree from McMaster could help
you to achieve your career objectives in the
areas of management, administration, and
education because the McMaster MBA program offers a wide range of optional
courses (that can be selected to your needs)
as well as providing a core of basic knowledge and skills. Although admission is
restricted to those who have proven that
they have the potential and commitment

Applicants for the McMaster MBA who
•»

9:30 p.m.

Academic standing is not the only entry
criterion but, as a general rule, you can
have a reasonable expectation of complet-

,

ing the McMaster MBA program if you
have maintained at least a second-class
standing in the last two years of your
undergraduate program and if you can
achieve a satisfactory test score in the
Graduate Management Admission Test.

a

Laurier students at the displays.
Any student is welcome to assist
with any one of the many agencies
in a chosen shopping center.
All you need to do is sign your
name, the time you can help and
the agency-that you would like to
work with on a list that has been
posted on the door of the Community Affairs office in the SUB.
If that isn't possible then contact
Chris Phillips any evening by calling 884-7581.
The 1976 shopping center
schedule of agency appearances is
as follows. Although the hours are
generally from 12 noon to 9:30
p.m., students need only help
when possible.

Wednesday Feb. 11

required to complete a demanding program,
graduates in any discipline may be accepted:

ssssl

McMaster University now has a third option for
students interested in proceeding to a Master of
Business Administration degree: a co-operative
option, whereby students alternate four-month
periods of study and relevant work experience. A
limited number of applications will be accepted for
the semester beginning in September, 1976.

1

by Chris Phillips

-

Since 1941 in the K-W area people have given the FEDERATED
APPEAL way. One of the main
purposes of giving, whether it be in
the form of a monetary contribution or helping to organize the
campaign itself, is to help the
thirty-one member agencies
flourish and expand.
Some of the member agencies
are the Boy Scouts, Girl Guides,
Big Sisters, Big Brothers, Planned
Parenthood and the John Howard
Society. During 1975 the equivalent ofone of every three Citizens in
the K-W community received
some type of assistance from one
or more ofthe thirty-one agencies.
Now it is our turn to help Federated Appeal. From February 4 to
February 16 the member agencies
are having displays in some of the
shopping centers in the area. The
purpose of the displays is to distribute agency literature, sell memberships and promote Federated
Appeal.
The agencies would really appreciate the help of interested
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Fairview Park - Cancer Society
Westmount Place
March of
Dimes
Stanley Park Mall - Y.W.C.A.

When?

__

Have you recently tried to lose
weight the same old way; with a
gimmicky crash diet, with pills that
jangle your nerves, or by skipping
meals and making yourself miserable? Chances are that you have—
and that you've already gained
back all the pounds you lost. Too
often, dieting just doesn't work.
Now something is working—not
a diet, but a revolutionary new
concept of weight control based on
behavior therapy. It doesn't focus
on fat at all, but on you. It holds
that eating too much is behavior
that you learn, and it applies principles of modern psychology to
change these habits.
Consider the newborn baby,
who doesn't overeat at all. He
reacts to an inner stimulus—the
discomfort of hunger pangs—by
sucking nourishment from his bottle until he feels comfortably full.
Then he stops. But, even during
infancy, cues from outside start to
intrude and trigger his eating. His

Dates

Wednesday Feb. 4 12 noon to
9:30 p.m.
Fairview Park V.O.N.
Waterloo Square - Waterloo
V.M.C.A.
Market Square - House of Friendship

-

Thursday Feb. 5
p.m.

12 noon to 9:30

Fairview Park - C.N.1.8.

mother praises him for finishing
the bottle, and he eats for her
smile. A sweet cracker eases teething pain, and sweet is equated with
pleasure. Soon he has formed a
new habit: eating without hunger.
To an extent, everyone eats this
way, but the overweight lead the
pack. They eat at the mere sight of
food; spying a bowl of candy, they
don't stop until it's empty. Food
odors entice them; they can't pass
the open door of a pastry shop.
They eat simply because something tastes ori smells good, because the clock says it's mealtime,
because they feel blue, lonesome
or bored. This is learned behavior,
and a dozen crash diets won't unlearn it. Only developing practical
techniques to change the behavior
will help.
Health Services experimented
successfully last year with a
weight control group, applying a
combination of these behavioral
procedures and sensible diet plan-

Thursday Feb. 12

12 noon to

9:30 p.m.
Fairview Park - John Howard Society
Westmount Place - Girl Guides
Stanley Park Mall Catholic Social
Services

-

.

Friday Feb. 13 12 noon to 9:30
p.m.
Fairview Park Big Brothers
Westmount Place - K-W Counsel-

-

ling
Stanley Park Mall

-

Birthright

Saturday Feb. 14 9:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.
Fairview Park Ray of Hope
Westmount Place St. John Ambulance
Stanley Park Mall - Big Sisters

- -

Monday Feb. 16

p.m.

12 noon to 9:30

Fairview Park - Deaf and Hard of
Hearing

-ning. This year they have decided
to offer the program again for students who are overweight. The
groups started January 19th and
classes are still open for those who
wish to join.
There's nothing magical about
successful weight control. It involves determination, sensible
planning and some learning of the
what, when, and where of your
eating behavior and how you can
control the way you eat. Most
weight reduction programs ask
only that one suffer and endure.
The program at Health Services
for weight control provides the
opportunity to work hard and succeed. In that sense it is not easy,
but the demands of the program
are the key to its success.

If you are interested in losing a
significant amount of weight, contact Health Services for more information about the Weight Control Groups.

Student ally
TORONTO (CUP)—Organized
labour in Ontario has spoken on
the issue of tuition fee hikes and
the funding of post-secondary
education.
And their stand endorses the
position of the provinces student
unions—that the funds needed to
finance colleges and universities
come from taxes, rather than from
the individual student.
In it's brief to the special provincial committee now studying
student aid, the 800 thousand
member Ontario Federation of
Labour calls for:
—the aboliton of tuition fees,
—a living stipend for students in
the form of grants rather than
loans, and
—a special tax on corporations to
support the post-secondary system.
The OFL stand reaffirms the
policies it has endorsed ' 'for many
years", according to an OFL
spokesperson. It also conforms to
that of the Ontario Federation of
Students, which represents over
100 thousand students.
Like the OFS, the OFL rejects
the recommendations recently
made by a provincial spending review commission that tuition be
increased and the present loangrant aid system be replaced by an
all-loan scheme.
The OFL says in its brief it can
"in no rational manner comprehend any system of equality of
opportunity in education without
the elimination of all tuition fees."
The OFL says it shares the provinces concern over the high co6t
of education, but meeting this
problem by cutting back on necessary expenses and increasing revenue at the expense of the student would be a mistake.
The government would be better
off looking for cost savings
through expanded use of existing
community facilities, more onthe-job training in suitable programmes, and adopting a less structured and a less costly approach to
education, the brief states.
"The present concept of a set
curriculum leading to set knowledge or skills stamped with approval through a piece of paper
must be replaced with a flexible
system combining competence,
experience and proven ability."
The OFL also expresses concern over funding the postsecondary system out of revenue
generated through the present tax
system.
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Under"the present tax system,
everyone—especially those in the
lower and middle income
brackets—pays for post-secondary
education, but it is the rich who
benefit the most, the OFL argues.
The brief calls for increased accessibility for the non-rich, and "'a
restructuring of the tax system to
iron out inequalities coupled with a
special levy on corporations who
benefit considerably from a well
educated labour" force to "further
ease the cost burden."
This position is echoed in the
OFS brief to the student aid committee, whichalso stresses the fact
that post-secondary education is
unattainable for many low and
middle income people because of
the high cost involved.
The OFS goes further, however,
in its position on the taxing of corporations. OFS calls for increased
corporate taxation to support all
government services, rather than
simply a special levy to pay for
post-secondary education.

To all students with
outstanding accounts.

The balance of your account
was due January 15/76.
Accounts not paid
by January 31/76
will require an additional

$3.00 per month
'jjIEL I

■

"Why are so many of us
being killed in car accidents?"

A"\%3l

/

accounted for more than one-third
a drivers killed on Ontario roads.

°*

"

#

continued from page 8
the barracas don't have as much
strength or mass support. Many
inner city neighbourhoods lack the
barracas' class homogeneity; their
issues aren't as clear cut. Thus,
some neighbourhoods sport several competing residents' commissions aligned to-different political
groups—several on the left; one
supporting the interests Of the
middle class. In the wake of the
November 25 disaster, activists in
the popular movements are reassessing their work. They are trying to relate more directly to the
people's needs, but, if anything,
appear to be exacerbating sectarian divisions. One worthwhile
project involves the direct purchase offood from worker-controlled
agricultural estates in southern
Portugal. Residents will buy the
food from their commissions and
avoid middlemen's profits. But
with the Communist Party and the
smaller leftist parties still blaming
each other for the left's weakness
on November 25, Portugal's authorities won't find it hard to institutionalize the reverses they
dealt Lisbon's poor people that
day.

Si

m

Portugal

——

Rum Tia Strum

Musicians will appreciate the fine
mmmmmmmm
harmony of this smooth, newversion
of an old favourite featuring delicious
mmmmmmm
Tia Maria.
Rum Tia Strum:
■mm
Mix V2ounce of Cream and IV2
™j™™""""[*
ounces of Rum with V2ounce of
3IS» Tia
Maria.Then shake it up to beat
———»
the band in cracked ice. Strain
into chilled cocktail glass.
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CSNY: solo efforts improved
by Jim Knight

Today Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
Young are no longer together but

Young, Nash, Crosby and Stills: Are four heads better than

one?

redouble
by Cameron French
Today's column concerns the
problem of entries. Without employing the fancy Scissors Coup,

this contract is unmakeable.

South (you) arrives at a

very op-

timistic 4 spade contract. West
leads the D X and then shifts to C
8. If declarer ignores the threat of a
club ruff and plays trumps, West
will run and lead a heart to his
partner, who will then lead back a
club and defeat the contract one
trick.
To prevent this declarer leads D
Q from the table and discards his
singleton heart. Now West has no
way to put his partner on lead. If
he leads a heart, declarer will ruff,
draw his trumps and claim his contract. Note that a low diamond
from the dummy is to no avail.
East alertly plays the D Q and
gives his partner a club ruff and
thus defeats the contract. This
play is called the Scissors Coup
because it "snips" communications between the defenders.

the individual band members continue to put out new albums. Currently Neil Young has released an
album called "Zuma", David
Crosby and Graham Nash have
put out a record entitled "Wind on
The Water", and Steven Stills recently put out a record simply titled "Still's".
Through the years C, S, N, and
V have created some of the finest
contemporary music. Together the
band created a classic rock album
Deja Vu. But recently the band
members have put out music that
is no where near as good as the
previous material. Consequently
their popularity and critical acclaim has been falling. But, the
new solo albums by the band
members may regain them some of
the praise they must have grown
used to in the early seventies and
late sixties.
Though each album is distinctively unique, there are certain
similarities between the albums.
For one thing there seems to be a
common lyrical concern about
longing for something better. All
the albums talk about searching for
some undefinable improvement.
Young sums up this theme in his
song "Lookin' For a Lover". He
writes:
"I've been lookin' for a lover
But I haven't met her yet
She'll be nothing like I pictured
her to be".
Young in his song "Thru my
Sails" talks about transcending
our urban reality and escaping to a
higher level. In the song he says:
"Still glaring from the city
lights
Into paradise I soared".,
Crosby and Nash on their album

Winter carnival pub preview
The Winter-Carnival Pub onFri.
Jan. 30 will feature a Detroit based
soul band called Junie and Eye.
Junie is the nickname for Walter
Morrison, former lead singer ofthe
National Recording Artists, The
Ohio Players. Morrison also plays
keyboards and guitar and is
backed by Eye, a ten piece ensemble which features four singers and
three horn players.
Junie has been cited as one ofthe
most brilliant and multi-talented
producers in the U.S. today. During his tenure with the Ohio
Players, tunes to which he is credited for being the writer arranger
are: Pain, Pleasure, Ecstasy, Funky
Worm, to name just a few. His
new single is entitled "Funky
Worm Rolls Royce".
Presently, Junie is recording
with 20th Century-Westbound.
Recently released is his first album
as a solo entitled When We Do.
The recording style that is exemplified cannot be matched anywhere. Being a former music
major, he is able to express every
mood of his vivid musical imagination by singing all four vocal parts,
playing all the keyboards, percus-

sions, and rhythm sections on the ready a success. I have all the
recordings. He has performed at material things I want, I just want
the Apollo Theatre in New York, to keep singing."
In addition to singing, however,
Cobo Hall in Detroit, The Palladium in Hollywood California, Junie continues writing and proand many other places.
ducing. He's an ambitious young
To duplicate his exact sounds man, with a voracious appetite for
from the recording, he performs music ("What else is there?").
with the ten piece band mentioned
above and he utilizes over $30,000
worth of sound equipment. His repetoire consists of Junie's original
Also appearing during Winter
tunes as wellas selections from the
Carnival Week is David Rae, a
Ohio Players, Earth, Wind, and talented guitarist/vocalist. Rae's
Fire, etc.
credits are long indeed, from playIn about a month, he'll begin a ing with Fairport Convention to
nationwide tour, starting in Los his own albums, Maverick Child
Angeles. As Morrison states, "It's and By the Grace of God, both on
Capital, and Slewfoot for Columa lot different being on your own;
it's a lot harder, there's nobody to bia. His music and career have
spanned the continent from Tolean on".
ronto to New York, and to Los
Although Junie didn't lean on Angeles working alongside such
the Ohio Players, he did feel a cergreats as lan and Sylvia, The
tain sense of security about being Rascals, The Grateful Dead, and
with a group. But he has no regrets from The New Riders of the Purabout having left them, even ple Sage to Judy Collins, the list
though Ohio Players have gone to goes on and on. As a songwriter,
the top since his departure.
he has written songs such as "MisHis manner is smooth, relaxed sissippi Queen", "Yasgar's
and confident. "I'm not in any Farm" and "Flowers of Evil", all
rush to be a success or anything of which have been performed by
like that, cause I feel like I'm althe rock group Mountain.

Rae to appear

"Wind on the Water" do a song
very similar to Neil Young's
"Thru my Sails". "Carry Me" is
also about this mystical growth or
escape. Buftthey seem to be saying
that music or harmony or love is
the key to liberation;
' 'And I wished so hard up into
the air I rose singing
Carry me.. .above the world".
The best song on their album is
the title cut, a very melodic and
beautiful song. The song questions
the stupidity of mankind in slowly
wiping out the
Graham
Nash wishes he could surrender
himself to nature and leave behind
man as he sings:
'Under the bridges
Over the foam
Wind on the water
Carry me home".
All three albums are predominantly electric, in fact "Wind on the
Water" is a surprisingly hard hitting rock album. Graham Nash
pushes his voice farther than on
any other album in songs such as
"Mama Lion" and "Love Work
Out".
Young has always been the
major rock and roller in the band
and this album contains some of
his most powerful songs. "Stupid

Girl" and "Drive Back" bring
back the rocking spirit of his first
album with Crazy Horse, "Everybody Knows This is Nowhere".
The most moving song on the
album is ''Cortez the Killer". The
song seems to describe the cruel
exploitation and conquering of the
Incan people but at the end Young
speaks of a lost lover. Perhaps he
is comparing himself to the arrogant Cortez who ravaged the Incas.
The electronic rock style seems
to strengthen the impact of "Wind
on the Water" and "Zuma" but it
does not seem to be the best format for Steven Stills. He seems to
be most effective doing acoustic
songs such as "Helplessly Hoping".
Perhaps because of the electronic format Still's album isn't as
powerful as the other solo efforts.
The album has some nice songs,
smooth harmonies, and competent
musicianship but there are no outstanding merits to this album.
But with the exception of Stills
the rest of Crosby, Stills, Nash,
and Young have shown that they
still can create excellent music. It

seems that we may soon be able to
rely on the seventies to give us
good music.

To Be...
Fri. Jan. 23
—Jr. A. Hockey: Kitchener
Rangers vs. Sudbury Wolves.
8:00 p.m. at the K.W. Au-

—The W.L.U. Photo Club,
under the direction of Mr.
Gerard Wilson A.C.E. will be
holding their photo exhibit in
the W.L.U. library from Jan. 26
to Feb. 13.
Tuesday Jan. 27
—Native American Film
Series. (Sociology and Anthropology Association) N0.13
The British American Wars; 1,
"Canada
and
the
Revolution"—Divergence of
interest between groups along
St. Lawrence and New England
1763/83. 2) "The War of
1812"—struggle for the Ohio
Valley and birth -of Canadian
nationalism and other myths,

ditorium
—Los Indios Tabajaras, two
Brazilian guitarists, present a
programme blending classical,
popular, and folk music at 8
p.m. in the Theatre of the Arts,
University of Waterloo. This
concert has been specially arranged due to the fact that the
Saturday concert has been sold
out. Tickets are available at
U.W. Centre for the Arts Box
Office 885-4280.
Sat. Jan. 24
—O.U.A.A. Hockey: W.L.U.
Golden Hawks vs. Windsor 1783-1818 3) "Dangerous
Lancers. 2:00 p.m. at the K.W.
Decades"—contest for the conAuditorium
tinental interior, Oregon Maine
Sunday Jan. 25
dispute, 1818-1846. Films total
—Kitchener-Waterloo Youth 174 minutes. Shown at National
Orchestra Concert. Music
Film Board Theatre, Suite 207,
Director- Raffi Armenian, 659 King St,
Kitchener at 2
Conductor- Stuart Knussen. p.m.
The programme will include
Dvorak's Symphony No. 9 —S.A.C. film: "Everything
(New World). Humanities You Wanted to Know About
Theatre U. of W. at 2:30 p.m. Sex, But Were Afraid to Ask",
starring Woody
Two
Tickets at the door or call the shows at 7:30 andAllen.
p.m.
10:00
U. of W. Central Box Office Room
IEI. Admission is $1.00
stu$2.00,
885-1211. Adults
Wednesday Jan. 28
dents and senior citizens $.75
Clinic;
—Blood
Donor
Monday Jan. 26
10:00-12:00, 1:30-4:00; Clara
—Arthur Maloney, the newlyappointed Ombudsman (or Conrad Recreation Hall.
people's defender) for Ontario —Kitchener-Waterloo Associamakes his first visit to tion For Children With LearnKitchener-Waterloo to discuss ing Disabilities; Regular meethis role at a public meeting. The ing p.m. in the Waterloo Public
library. Topic for discussion
session, free and open to individuals and groups, will be held will be Mickey Ellis, of the
pre-School Diagnostic Progat 7:30 in Room IEI in the Arts
Building of W.L.U.
ram, Conestoga College.
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Canada's jobless
OTTAWA (CUP)—Statistics
Canada estimates there were 697
thousand Canadians unemployed
in December, up from 640
thousand the previous month. But
because the increase in the number
of unemployed was less than anticipated, the "seasonally adjusted" unemployment rate is reported to have declined from 7.3
percent of the labour force in
November to 7.1 percent in December. Using "actual" figures,
however, the unemployment rate
increased from 6.4 to 7.0 percent
of the total labour force between
the two months.
Sounds confusing? The reason
for "seasonal adjustment" of the
data is because of the predictable
annual variations in employment
in Canada based on past experience. Each Fall —usually in September or October—the number of
employed Canadians reaches its
peak. After that the number of
employed persons begins to decline over the winter months,
while the number of unemployed
increases. The low point in terms
of employment, and the high point
in terms of unemployment, occurs
in the early spring, usually in February or March. The "seasonally
adjusted" data anticipates these
regular fluctuations. When the
number of jobless increases less
Rapidly than predicted, as in the
December, figures, the result is a
decrease in the "seasonally adjusted" unemployment rate.
Similarly, if the economy picks

which best suits their purposes.
Using the December data, for instance, the headlines could read
"Unemployment Rate Up" or
"Unemployment Rate Down",
and both would be true. An accurate

headline would be "December

.

MAJESTIC THEATRE

NOTICE

FOR THE
FINEST IN
MOVIE
ENTERTAINMENT
■

vacancies exist on the
W.L.U.S.U. Board of Directors. Appointment to these positions will be made at
Two

3 Princess St. W.
Waterloo

743-8991

Increase in Jobless Less than

a Board meeting Monday, January 26 at
6pm in the library boardroom. Anyone
interested should attend this meeting or
submit your name to a Director.

Usual".
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presents

MIKE LEHMAN
.

WESTMOUNT PLACED
PHARMACY HAS THINGS TO
Jj
MAKE YOU BEAUTIFUL
Dearie!

I

tonight and

|V

Friday night
only

Next Week (Wed-Fri)—YUKON
THURSDAY IS SINGLES NIGHT
FREE

— LADIES

NO BLUE JEANS PLEASE

Leisutt cLodge clavetii

c

SPEEDSVILLE RD., PRESTON

653-5735

up less rapidly than anticipated

this spring and fewer new jobs are
created, the actual number of un-

westmount place

employed persons may decrease
while the seasonally adjusted unemployment rate increases. Accordingly, if you want to know
how many people are out of work
and pounding the pavement, look
to the "actual" data. If you want
to get an

GET READY FOR

BLIZZARD
76

idea ofthe trend in unem-

ployment rates, look to the "seasonally adjusted" figures. But

since the two series of data often
imply opposite things, politicians,
journalists, economists and other
commentators can pick the series
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films:Horror: horrible
by Randy Mank
Like many of it's counterparts,
Rocky Horror tries to be funny on
the surface while delivering a
series of messages from underneath. Unfortunately, just because
something is ridiculous doesn't
mean that it's funny and this movie
is a good illustration of that fact.
The supposed humourous parts of
the film are not and the conveyance of any socially redeeming
message becomes obscure and
heavy-handed.
At least this film has a plot. It's a
story of a young couple, played by
Barry Bostwick and Susan Sarandon, who seek refuge in an old castle when their car breaks down on
a stormy night. This familiar motif
takes a strange twist when we find
that the inhabitants of the castle
are from the planet Transexual
which is in the galaxy of Transylvania. The number one transvestite, and probably the star of the
show, is scientist Frank N. Furter
played by Tim Curry.
One of the few merits ofthe film
is the music. All of the tunes have
a fifties sound wrapped around
some pretty good lyrics that contribute to the satiric comment on
the whole nostalgia kick. But once
again, this is overdone and, by the

Actors

end of the film, one tends to be
sick of that type of music.
Another merit of the film is the
presence of Susan Sarandon who
is clothed only in a bra and panties
for the most part of the movie.
There is no reason why she should
have been acting without clothes
but I'm not about to argue over a
good thing. (After all, with the admission price for movies these

days, that can hardly be considered a cheap thrill!)

All in all, Rocky Horror spreads
itself too thin in attempting to
satirize everything from weddings
to transvestism. The obscurity of
its parodies renders them ineffective and the resulting boredom
murders whatever merits the
movie has.

/"A COMEDY OF WIT AND IMAGINATIONS
-JL Kahn and Wilder, never better in _JLg
Half performance, carry the day with
hUITIOr.

Judith Crist, Saturday Review

H^GeneMadeline
■ Wilder Kahn

H

Marty

H

Feldman
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FRANCISCO (ZNSCUP)—Mickey Mouse and DonSAN

ald Duck have lost their battle
to join the actors' union. The National Labour Relations Board has
sided with the Disney empire by
ruling that the workers who dress
up like the famous Disney characters and wander around Disney
world don't qualify as actors. Mickey, Donald and the others had
filed suit against Disney world,
contending that they encountered
all kinds of strange problems on
the job at the amusement park
which entide them to special benifits.
As an example, they pointed out
that Dumbo was recently shot by
his young fans with a pellet gun;
that tourists had stabbed the Mad
Hatter square in his fiberglass
head; that Winnie-the-Pooh was
pushed to the ground and had his
nose broken; and that Brer Bear
was even tossed into the jungle
cruise river by teenagers.
Despite these hardships, however, the N.1.R.8. has sided with
the folks at Disney—ruling that if
the characters want to join any
union at all, they should forget
about the Actor's union and join
the shop that already represents
Disney's restaurant workers.
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SPEND YOUR STUDY
WEEK, FEB. 15-23
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FLORIDA
7 DAYS IN
COCOA BEACH, FLA.
PRICES FROM
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Oh, oh
B-balls lose
Brock 96
Hawks 91

Pucks win
All right!!!
Hawks 5
Windsor 2

SPORTS

Brock drops Hawks

Fouls, fouls, fouls, cause second defeat
by Dan Russell
The Hawks suffered their second setback in as many games, as
they bowed to the Brock Badgers
Saturday night in St. Catharines.
Brock, who had previously

beaten Windsor by one point in
their opener, needed less luck in
this contest as the Hawks failed to
get offthe ground all night. Laurier
opened the scoring as Mark Christensen hit on his first of eleven
field goals at the 32 second mark.
Chuck Chambliss increased that
lead to six with two quick buckets.
But by the 3:27 mark, Laurier's
matador defense had allowed
Brock to tie the score at 10. Yet
the Hawks still had offensive
momentum, as in their two previous starts, they were effective at
working the ball inside to Christensen.
However this effectiveness was

neutralized not by the Badgers,
but rather by the referees who
forced Christensen to the bench
with three fouls, despite the fact
that 13:28 remained in the half.
In Christensen's absence,
Laurier's other two big men, Ken
Dougherty and Pete Zwart failed
to pick up the slack while Brock
controlled both their offensive and
defensive boards.
The score remained close,
largely as a result of both team's
failure to combine their offensive
play with any defensive effort.
At the half Laurier held a slim
one point lead on the strength of a
19 point performance by Chambliss.
The second half began much the
same way as the first. Christensen
back into the game tallied the first
8 points for the Hawks as he
worked both inside and out. But

once again Mark was forced to the
bench after picking up his fourth
foul. Having played only ten minutes that far, Christensen had 17
points and had effectively neutralized Brock's big men.
With Mark out, the scoring load
was shared by Chambliss, P.J.
Cleary and Gary Schwartz.
But this small lineup had problems with Brock's two 67" forwards, Murray and Bushman.
Laurier's chances of containing
Brock's height became almost nil
as Zwart fouled out at the 11:07
mark," followed by Dougherty at
12:47. This left Laurier's tallest
player still in the game standing
only6'2".
But the Hawks, playing aggressive ball, continued to hang on
until Christensen returned. With
1:17 remaining in the match the

Laurier squad had manoevred the
lead, which had long been lost, to
89-85. Christensen hit on a pair of
free throws to slice the Brock lead
to two, with 42 seconds remaining.
With Laurier in control of the
ball, the visitors called time out.
Then Schwartz pulled the plug to
sinkthe Hawks as he drew a senseless technical foul. Brock made the
free throw and retained the ball
which they subsequently converted. The Badger lead was back
to five, ironically the number by
which they won, final score Brock
96 Laurier 91.
The level of incompetence displayed by both teams was only
surpassed by some of the most
suspect refereeing ever witnessed
by this writer. The refs lost control
of the game and in their attempt to
recover it, proceeded to call 54

fouls, which must be some sort of
record.
ButLaurier. didn't lose the game
because of refereeing. They lost
because they played so poorly as
to allow a lesser team to beat
them. Excessive turnovers and
foolish fouls gave the game to
Brock.
The Hawks are already
threatening to bow out of playoff
contention. Their record presently
stands at 1 and 2, with back to
back games against Waterloo last
night and Windsor Saturday night.
If Laurier doesn't salvage a split,
then we may as well deflate the
balls until next year.
There are many that thought this
was the year that Laurier would
arrive. Somebody better check to
see if the Hawks made the bus.
The Hawk Windsor game is Saturday night in the Complex, starting
at 8:15 p.m.

Grab second win

Hawkey Hawks put it together vs Lancers
by Rick Campbell

The ol' jigsaw puzzle is finally
starting to take shape.
The hockey Hawks pieced to-

gether three solid periods of hoc-

key last Thursday night to upend
the Windsor Lancers 5-2 at the

Aud. Hawks' last league victory
was against the same Lancers way
back on November 20, when WLU
triumphed 4-1.
The Windsor entry is a much
stronger team than in recent years.
Good goaltending, a seemingly
solid defense, and fast breaking
youngsters on the forward lines
have combined to make Windsor
much more than the patsies
they've been for OUAA competitors over the past few seasons.
Unfortunately they came to play
last Thursday as if they were compelled to live up to their "Lancer"
nickname. High-sticking, crosschecking, and slashing were the
order of the day as they attempted
to defense against the Hawks. Due
to the frequent retaliatory pokes
from WLU players, the game
quickly became choppy, often
bordering on all-out fisticuffs.
Nevertheless, the continuous
end to end action made for exciting
scoring chances. Hawks, who
came to win, did just that by popping five goals in between
Windsor's opening and closing
markers.
We actually trailed at the end of
one period, 1-0 as Windsor
capitalized on a power play with a
scrambly goal.

Gavin Smith, one of Hawk's
most aggressive performers but
who has experienced scoring difficulties sofar this season, brought
back memories ofhis last season's
outbursts with a pair of goals in the
middle period.
A much welcomed sight as Hawks swarm around an enemy net Here Brent Heard (14) sets to shovel
On the first, he dashed between
(10) in the slot for shot on Windsor goal.
the two defensemen a la Pete
Mahovlich and scooped the disc
upped the Hawk lead to 4-1 after
over a sprawling Windsor netWindsor ended the scoring the Hawk net.
only three minutes of the third, about a minute later with another
minder.
The defense also reciprocated
and at that point the wind really power play scrambler. Final score
Shortly after that, Gavin comthe faithful backchecking of the
pletely handcuffed the goalie with deserted the Windsor sails. 5-2 Hawks.
So much in fact, that while
a blueline blast that left the befudHawk forwards really dug in forwards by leading several exceldled netminder heading in the killing a penalty, Buffalo Brent with the extra defensive effort, lent rushes, especially FrankNeal,
wrong direction. 2-1 for the Heard stole the puck from a snoozwhich correspondingly showed in who once again displayed strong
ing Lancer defenseman, rounded the performance of our blueline skating and puckhandling ability.
Hawks, starting the third.
Paul Stratton from a scramble back and deked the goalie to tuck corps. They played with an unpreTo brush the finishing touches
in the shorthanded goal, Hawks cedented air of confidence and on a cliche-ridden
and Dave "Flea" Zmija on a picaccount the
protected Phil McColeman well in Hawks last Thursday
ture diving deflection quickly fifth.
resembled

pass to Dennis Schooley
photo by Grabowski
an extremely well-oiled machine.
And future success depends on
its maintenance.
Notes: Hawks played in Guelph
Tuesday night, results in next
week.. .Hawks host the Lancers
again Saturday at the Aud, 2 p.m.
start.. .a win should vault us out
of the basement.. .at least it's a
start...
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Insight Out
Those sons of guns in the NFL. Always trying to go one better.
Games have been won on 63 yard field goals.
Games have been won on Thanksgiving Days with 57 yard desperation passes by rookie quarterbacks.
Games have been won by receivers out of the backfields catching
footballs one inch off the ground after the ball rebounded off defensive backs arms, then having some receivers oufof the backfield run
into the end zone in the dying seconds. N
But when in the name of Y.A. Tittle has a game been won by a slap
on trie face?
Oh, last Sunday. In of all games, the Super Bowl.
Let me set the stage. The Dallas Cowboys, who no one handicapped to be in the Super Bore, were pitted against the Pittsburgh Steelers, who were Larry Lutz's best bet to be in the Super Bore.
The upstart Texans were doing fairly well too, leading Steeltown
10-7 late in the first half. Their three point lead loomed insurmountable as Pittsburgh's Roy Gerela missed his second straight field goal.
Then came the celebrated slap, and from then on the Cowboys could
be found dangling from yee old hangin' tree.
In an effort to completely demoralize Pittsburgh, Cowboy back
Cliff Harris jazzed Gerela with a mock congratulatory slap on the
helmut. However, complications arose. Steeler linebacker Jack Lambert, one of the hardest hitting but also one of the cleanest players in
the game, could not locate the humour in the situation.
In a suitable act of retribution, Lambert crumpled Harris into a little
ball and deposited him on Miami's falling apart astro-turf, just to
serve notice that "we are not amused" and as front page headlines
that Dallas could look forward in the second half to little more than
battering their collectively swelled heads against the infamous "Steel
Curtain".

And that, brothers and sisters who passed out at halftime, is exactly
what happened.
No running attack for Dallas. No passing attack for Dallas. No
nothing for Dallas. Some headaches maybe, from said Curtain, who
intimidated everyone in sight including the Goodyear blimp. Or is it
Goodrich?
/
While his defensive mates acted out scenes from Straw Dogs, Lynn
Swarm of the Steelers went to work earning himself MVP honours
with four absolutely outstanding catches, including the game winning 64 yard td reception from Terry Bradshaw. And the rest of the
Steelers proved in the second half why they were number one, are
number one, and will be number one until some team can solve the
mystery of the "Master Intimidators".
I wasn't initially ecstatic about the quality of play in the game.
Everyone was saying in the locker rooms afterwards that this was the
greatest game they had ever seen, that it was truly a Super Bowl, and
onandon and on. I thought it was a rather ordinary display of pigskin
prowess, something one might expect to tune in on a regional broadcast in midrOctober.
Then I got to thinking of why everyone thought it was a "super"
Bowl and I began to see the light.
Firstly, members on both sides were under tremendous pressure
from media and Miami tourists all week long. They were forced to
answer the same stupid questions (they were intelligent questions,
according to Terry Bradshaw) hundreds of times over, and had autograph books shoved down their throats left, right, and center.
People were expecting this to,be the best game of the year, after all
weren't the best two teams playing? And yet, as is more often the
case, and always had been the case in previous Super Bowls, opposite strengths neutralize in a battle of the giants.
Besides, after NFL Today with Brent Hamburger, Phyllis Gorgeous
and Curve Cross, which was the most ignominious pre-game show
ever aired on television, well, the game just had to be "super". Or
else next year, Super Bowl Eleven might have received coverage on
WHY radio in Poopsie, Noklahoma.
So a couple of days after, I've had a change of heart. Considering
the intense pressure felt by all, considering the powerful forces
(teams) acting on each other, and compared with the nine accidents
which have preceded this game since Super Bowl inception, Super
Bowl X was a damn good football game.
Long runs, long bombs, interceptions, few penalties, superb receptions and passing, yet solid defense. What more could one ask for?
Especially in the second half.
But I still maintain it was kind of funny that it took those first half
shinnanegans to make what might have been Super Bore X into Super
Bowl X.
Except it's not funny at all, because I was cheering for Dallas. And
to lose my hard-earned betting money because of an incident like the
one pulled by Harris, well, all I can say is that's a real slap in the face.
Rick Campbell
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Complex Corner
Hockey

The Senior Citizens maintain a
precarious 3 point edge over
Senior Business but the latter team
has a game in hand. In games last
week the Beaver Eaters and the
Blazers tied 4-4. Arts II rallied to
tie the Senior Citizens 3-3 and Bl
and B2 trounced Sunnydale 5-1.
Mark Sillberg of Arts II has a
four point lead in individual scoring with 10 goals and 7 assists.
Scott Mallender is runnerup with
13 points on 9 goals and 4 helpers.

Women's Basketball

ing Machine showed up 20 strong
and dressed in full uniform, numbers included, for their match. Unfortunately, their opponent Team
Poland 111 was not impressed and
defeated the uniformed group 5-4.
Scheduling the games in the
T.A. has brought about a return to
the fast paced action the sport
used to have. For those not actively involved, Monday floor
hockey promises to provide an exciting evening of entertainment.
Drop in and see for yourself.

Five-A-Side Soccer

'

Teams
The Women opened league ac1. Monty Python's
tion last Monday night. Conrad 2. Geography
D2W defeated Dyn-o-mites 16-10 3. Faculty Selects
in the first game and D3W (read 4. 3B Pals
women's volleyball team) rolled 5. United Empire Loyalists
over DIE and W 35-5.
6. Internationals
Five-a-side soccer started last
Men's and Co-ed night
in the complex with these six
teams. Next Wednesday night at
Basketball
Men's basketball started on 7:30 p.m. U.E.L. plays Faculty,
Tuesday night while co-ed began then at 8:30 Monty Python's meets
Geography, and finally at 9:30 3B
Wednesday. Schedules are posted Pals
play the Internationals. Fuin the complex.
ture times after that will have to be

Floor Hockey

Fabulous floor hockey returned
to the T.A. last Monday with 12
teams in action. One game unfortunately had to be stopped because
of unruly conduct but the rest of
the games provided great entertainment.
Scott Baird scored 4 goals as
Wings of Laurier tied Al's Aces
5-5 in game one. Rick Suddaby of
the Nurds matched that feat despite the fact that his team lost 10-7
to the Bus 111 Shooters.
Another hilight of the evening
came when the Little House Fight-

arranged.

Snooker

The snooker draw was posted
last Monday and action has already taken place. Get those
games played as soon as possible.

One on One

We are now into the second
round of one on one basketball.
Remaining matchups are:
Fahrner—Parizeau
Taylor—Malcolm
Wagner—Brown
Faryniarz—Glassford

Social Dance

Sue Johnston is starting a social
dance class which will be held in

the Athletic Complex classroom.
The class begins this afternoon at

4:30p.m.

Physical Fitness

There was a disappointing initial
class, which is held
each Tuesday and Thursday at
12:15 p.m. This class is open to all
faculty, staff, and students and
would undoubtedly tone up many
sagging bodies walking around the
school.
turnout for this

Bowling
Always save the best for last.
Despite Overwhelming odds in

their favour,

none of the .bowlers
in the Sunday night bowling league
could beat a 502 triple, the score
registered by, and I still don't be-,
lieve it, Coach Knight.
Ina Sander has the high
women's average, with a 138while
Julian Shumka has forged ahead in
the men's section with 158.
Undoubtedly Coach Knight is
closing in on that department too.
His Happy Hookers remain atop
the league standing with 36 points,
8 ahead of Chalupka's Splits and
Petroffs Pockets.

Deadlines

Entry deadline for wrist wrestling is January 28. The event will be
held on February 4 at 8 p.m. in the
Complex, immediately preceding
the basketball game.
Entry cutoff for the four man
squash tourney is Monday and the
tourney will be held from February

2 - February 6. Faculty has won
this tournament for two years in a
row so let's get lots of student
competition.

Biz hockey: Sunday's heroes
This being Tamiae week and all,
the time is appropriate to give an in
depth look into the Tamiae Hockey League.
The six teams in the league play
every Sunday night at the Waterloo Arena from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Each year of Business is represented by a team (i.e. Bus II)
whose roster is made up entirely of
students in that year. Along with
these four teams, there is a Bus V
team comprised ofthe overflow of
registered players, and an
Economics team with members
being those students studying that
discipline.
Last season the champions were
Bus IV and naturally all of them
have departed, some even have
jobs.

This season the loop is much

more closely knit. The competi-

tion is much tougher and final
playoff positions will likely be in
doubt right to the wire.
Four teams will make the
playoffs which begin in late Feb-

Varsity notes
Women's Volleyball
The women's varsity volleyball
team suffered a severe setback this
week. Hosting a tri-tournament
against Mac and Western, the
women were shut out 3-0 in both
matches. This was pretty well ex-

pected against Western, but the
Mac defeat was very disappointing, as it left the Hawks 4 points
behind the Hamilton school in the
standings.

Curling

The men's curling team fared
well at Brock last weekend. They
won two before losing to RMC in
the last end. The Hawk rink
travels to Western for action this
weekend.

Squash

At York last week the men's
squash team did not fare too well
but two individuals, Barry Goman
and Bob Wakutz each picked up
one win.

ruary.

Bus I, a team that boasts excellent organization and tireless skating, has been see-sawing all season
long with Ecies for top spoL At the
present time Ecies holds a slim one
point lead atop the standings, with
7 wins and 3 ties in eleven games.
The other four teams are all engaged in a heated battle for the
final two spots, and regardless of
who makes it, they will provide
stiff opposition for the top two
squads.
In last Sunday's action

Bus 111 3 Bus IV 2

Despite the inspirational goal-

Rick Saunders, Tamiae hockey league official in action during
,
Ecies-Bus V game last week.
tending of substitute Gary Belanger, Bus IV could not subdue

last season's finalists, Who tallied
the margin of victory with less
than 3 minutes to go in the game.

Bus II 2 Bus I 1

Excellent teamwork paid offfor
Bus 11, which is a much better
team than its record would indicate. Billy McCutcheon pocketed
the winner in the dying minutes,
bringing about one of the upsets of
the season. Terry Graham, who

returned from the farm for the
game, scored the other Bus I goal.

Ecies 5 Bus V 4

Ecies grabbed a seemingly safe
5-2, including 2 goals by Bob
"Mad Dog" Walton, but two
quick goals by Bus V made the
contest an exciting one right to the
final buzzer. Ecies goalie Rick
Campbell also made things exciting with his "Noah's Ark" style of
letting in a pair for every one
c kept out.
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PARTING IS SUCH
t

SWEET SORROW
For many this parting will not
be so sweet. If your skills have
not been employed you may be
skeptical as to whether or not
you will become employed in a
field in which you have worked
hard during the past few years.
We at W.L.U.S.U. in conjunction with the University have intraduced a new program which
will provide assistance with your
present problems concerning a
future career'-■'.■

The Centre is located in the
Group Room of the Educational
Services Building and is in operation every week Monday to
Thursday between the hours of
1-2:30 p.m.
It is our aim to make your parting a happier one.
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Please complete the questionnaire and deposit it in the ballot box outside Uncle Wilfs TuesdayFriday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. till Thursday, January 29. A draw will be held January 30 and the winner
will receive two tickets to each of the Thursday night pubs for the month of February.

I

NAME

ADDRESS

]

PHONE NO.
Please circle
YES
NO

ARE YOU GRADUATING?
ARTS
SCIENCE
BUSINESS
YOUR FACULTY
OTHER
Please fill in the following regarding the Career Development Centre
HOURS OF OPERATION...
LOCATION IS
NO
I AM INTERESTED IN VISITING THE CENTRE
YES

Contestants must answer a skill testing question

■

In this issue: education cutbacks
lots ofjunk
not much news

and even less

sports

Volume 16, Number 13
pic by part

The Career Development
Centre is an action centre to aid
you in your job serach.
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